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The Giants and the Worship of the
Stars
2017

冥王星の彼方から届いた謎の通信 送信者はいったい何者か 不朽の名作 星を継ぐもの シリーズ第3部 冥王星の彼方から
巨人たちの星 にいるガニメアンの通信が再び届きはじめた 彼らは地球を知っているガニメアンとは接触していないにもか
かわらず 地球人の言葉のみならず データ伝送コードを知りつくしている ということは この地球という惑星そのものが ど
こかから監視されているに違いない それも もうかなり以前から ５万年前に月面で死んだ人々の謎 惑星ミネルヴァを離れ
たガニメアンたちの謎など 絡まった謎の糸玉がみごとに解きほぐされる 星雲賞を受賞した不朽の名作 星を継ぐもの に続
く シリーズ第３弾 解説 山之口洋 本電子書籍は 巨人たちの星 創元sf文庫 新装新版 2023年9月8日初版発行 を底
本としています

Giants' Star
1983-06-12

this thesis provides new insights into the seemingly anomalous
ubiquity of lithium rich red giant stars the theory of stellar
evolution one of the most successful models of modern
astrophysics predicts that red giant stars should display negligible
levels of lithium li on their surfaces however li rich giants defined
as those showing more than three times the li content of the sun
are found everywhere astronomers look in apparent defiance of
established theory the author addresses this problem analyzing
the different possible explanations for such an anomaly which
include interaction with a binary companion the production of li in
the interior of the star with its subsequent transport to stellar
exteriors and the stellar interaction with planets the author
focuses on this last possibility where the li enrichment may be
due to the ingestion of planets or brown dwarfs as the stars in
question grew in size while becoming giants she shows that this
process is indeed able to explain an important fraction of giants
with li levels above the three times solar threshold but that some
other mechanism is needed to explain the remaining fraction
while this is an important discovery in its own right the result that
makes this thesis groundbreaking is its demonstration that the



threshold between li normal and li rich is mass dependent rather
than a fixed proportion of the sun s content this corrects a
fundamental misapprehension of the phenomenon and opens up
a new framework in which to understand and solve the problem
finally the author presents interesting observational applications
and samples with which to test this new approach to the problem
of li enrichment in giants

James P. Hogan's The Giants Novels
1991

red giant stars are evolutionarily advanced objects in the closing
stages of their nuclear burning lifetime observed with increasing
spectral coverage they display a variety of unusual phenomena
many are characterized by peculiar non solar surface chemical
compositions which provide otherwise unobtainable clues to
interior nucleosynthesis mixing and evolution others may have
received their chemical peculiarities by mass transfer from a
companion this book reports on the proceedings of the
international astronomical union colloquium 106 it contains
discussions on many aspects of these stars combining theory and
observation to interpret these objects in terms of their
evolutionary history there are 20 review papers 69 abstracts and
short contributed papers and a complete transcript of the
valuable summary panel discussion professional astronomers will
find this book useful as a reference work which incorporates
current research on the modelling and evolution of these unstable
stars

巨人たちの星
2023-09-08

the underlying astrophysical mechanisms of the objects known as
asymptotic giant branch stars the structures that occur during the
dramatic period prior to a star s death is the main theme of this



text over the past three decades asymptotic giant branch stars
have become a topic of their own and the contributions to this
volume all focus on these entities themselves rather than their
connections to other fields of astronomy among the many topics
covered are new methods of high quality infrared observation and
the more detailed and realistic simulations made possible by
increasingly fast computers this collection should be useful to
graduate students who work in the field teachers who want to
address the subject in their courses and to astronomers from
various backgrounds who are interested in the astrophysics of
agb stars

Inherit the Stars
1977

the zeta aurigae stars are the rare but illustrious sub group of
binary stars that undergo the dramatic phenomenon of
chromospheric eclipse this book provides detailed descriptions of
the ten known systems illustrates them richly with examples of
new spectra and places them in the context of stellar structure
and evolution comprised of a large cool giant plus a small hot
dwarf these key eclipsing binaries reveal fascinating changes in
their spectra very close to total eclipse when the hot star shines
through differing heights of the chromosphere or outer
atmosphere of the giant star the phenomenon provides
astrophysics with the means of analyzing the outer atmosphere of
a giant star and how that material is shed into space the physics
of these critical events can be explained qualitatively but it is
more challenging to extract hard facts from the observations and
tough to model the chromosphere in any detail the book offers
current thinking on mechanisms for heating a star s
chromosphere and on how a star loses mass and relates this
science synergistically to studies of other stars and binaries and
to the increasing relevance of contributions from new techniques
in interferometry and asteroseismology it also includes a detailed
discussion of the enigmatic star epsilon aurigae which had



recently undergone one of its very infrequent and very baffling
eclipses though not a zeta aurigae system epsilon aurigae is a
true giant among eclipsing stars the 7 chapters of this book
written by a group of experts have been carefully edited to form a
coherent volume that offers a thorough overview of the subject to
both professional and student

Red Giants and White Dwarfs
1967

discover the first three books in the ground breaking 21st century
hard science fiction saga by james p hogan inherit the stars the
skeletal remains of a human body are found on the moon his
corpse is 50 000 years old and nobody knows who he was how he
got there or what killed him the gentle giants of ganymede a long
ago wrecked ship of alien giants is discovered by earth s
scientists on a frozen satellite of jupiter then spinning out of the
vastness of space a ship of the same strange humanoid giants
has returned giants star humans finally thought they
comprehended their place in the universe until earth found itself
in the middle of a power struggle between a benevolent alien
empire and a cunning race of upstart humans who hated earth

Explaining Lithium Enriched Red Giant
Branch Stars
2018-11-28

in this fascinating account luigi muscas documents the
testimonies of his father grandfather and many elders of his
village in sardinia who knew the stories of the walking stars the
tombs of giants and the sacred rites and rituals practiced in the
area for generations growing up with the awareness of this history
luigi had confirmation of these events through his own encounters
and experiences and those of many others during his lifetime luigi
has witnessed the changes to these rural towns brought on by the



advancement of technology he has also witnessed the
government cover up of the many sightings and discoveries by
the locals the giants of sardinia visitors from the stars includes
not only luigi s first hand accounts and the stories passed down to
him but the testimony of many witnesses who have experienced
over decades the mysteries of sardinia this book is a document of
the rich history of the sardinians and a testament to a people and
a knowledge that is fast disappearing includes many pages of
artwork inspired by this history and sightings

Red giants and white dwarfs
1971

presents discussions regarding the origin of the universe the life
and death of stars and the origin of the earth and life

Giants' Star
1989

wilde s tales are adapted into a comic book format and use fairy
tale elements and christian symbolism

Evolution of Peculiar Red Giant Stars
1989-06-22

astronauts landing on the moon discover a 50 000 year old
skeleton in a spacesuit

Asymptotic Giant Branch Stars
2013-04-17

this book deals with stars during a short episode before they
undergo a ma jor and fatal transition soon the star will stop



releasing nudear energy it will become a planetary nebula for
abrief but poetic moment and then it will turn into a white dwarf
and slowly fade out of sight just before this dramatic change
begins the star has reached the highest luminosity and the largest
diameter in its existence and while it is a star detectable in
galaxies beyond the local group its structure contains already the
inconspicuous white dwarf it will become it is called an asymptotic
giant branch star or agb star over the last 30 odd years agb stars
have become a topic of their own although individual members of
this dass had already been studied for cen turies without realizing
what they were in the early evolution so called e agb phase the
stars are a bit bluer than but otherwise very similar to what are
now called red giant branch stars rgb stars it is only in the sec
ond half of their anyhow brief existence that agb stars differ
fundamentally from rgb stars

Giants of Eclipse: The ζ Aurigae Stars
and Other Binary Systems
2014-12-30

the journal on advanced studies in theoretical and experimental
physics including related themes from mathematics

The Giants Novels
1994

previously published by del rey books as two separate novels
inherit the stars and the gentle giants of ganymede these two
stories now available in one volume began hogan s legendary
giants series and the career of a major sf talent

The Giants of Sardinia
2019-09-26



discusses the birth death and characteristics of stars and what
has been learned from studying them

Red Giants and White Dwarfs
1969

discusses the major classes of stars and describes how they are
created how they change and what eventually happens to them

Red Giants and White Dwarfs
1990

when i finished reading this book all i could say was wow what a
stunning piece of literary work it is concise brilliantly written
backed by scientific findings with clear human logic and
intelligence if this doesn t awaken the masses to delve into who
and what they truly are i can t imagine what will jerry issa teacher
of metaphysics trenton michigan this book will change your life if
you let it if we are accidental beings on a remote planet in a vast
universe existing for merely a blip in cosmic time what s the point
of living at all until we learn life is too significant to be a short
lived brilliance that rises out of nothing and ends in nothing we
will continue to live out our lives in what thoreau saw as quiet
desperation we sense the materialistic wall when we ask the
question is that all there is without resorting to miracles or magic
this book provides compelling evidence of life beyond the physical
world by logically investigating the limitations of matter in the
universe by examining the gaps in scientific theories and by
analyzing what the mystics already know about a spiritual
existence it takes a dedicated seeker with no preconceived ideas
and no intent on arriving to see beyond the materialistic wall this
book is intended to expand your awareness of life here and
hereafter hopefully providing the spark that will start you on your
own personal pilgrimage the mystics tell us we will be guided to
the next step along our spiritual path when we are ready are you



ready awareness the following might be the thoughts of those at
different levels of awareness as they walk through a rose garden i
want i wonder how much i could get for these roses i believe god
created roses when he created the world and everything in it i
doubt roses evolved from wild flowering shrubs but most garden
varieties are hybrids i seek how could anything as beautiful as a
rose happen purely by chance i know roses like all life on earth
are physical manifestations of spirit

Fairy Tales of Oscar Wilde: Vol. 1 - The
Selfish Giant/The Star Child
2012-06-01

some time within the next two centuries humankind will embark
on a momentous voyage that will take us out of our solar system
and to the stars the giant leap explains why it will happen how it
might happen and why it is a good idea adrian berry dubbed the
dean of english science writers extrapolates from his wide
knowledge to inquire into the possibilities of far space exploration
berry writes with lucidity and humor demonstrating not only a
broad spectrum of scientific knowledge but also an intimacy with
the works of science fiction writers his predictions are always
rooted in scientific fact

Inherit the Stars
1981

the nonprofit astronomical society of the pacific asp publishes the
conference series proceedings as part of its century old mission to
provide resources for astronomers and advance the science of
astronomy since 1988 the asp has published the proceedings of
astronomical workshops meetings colloquia and symposia to meet
the community s demand for affordable high quality volumes on
current topics in the rapidly expanding fields of astronomy and
astrophysics since 1998 the society has also served as publisher



for the international astronomical union iau adding their symposia
highlights and transactions to our growing list of publications for
most rapid delivery of each volume we encourage libraries and
astronomy departments to place a standing order for the asp
conference series and or the iau publications standing orders are
shipped directly from the printer and customers receive volumes
at the same discounted rates as asp members approximately 25
35 asp volumes each year and or 5 iau symposia please refer to
the order form to take advantage of this time saving offer we
encourage all professionals who are sponsoring conferences
workshops or colloquia to inquire about publishing these
proceedings with the asp we provide quality volumes at less than
half the price of comparable titles from other major publishers
ensuring that the publication will be available to a wider audience
of budget conscious scientists held in montpellier france 27
august 1 september 1998

Asymptotic Giant Branch Stars
2004

exciting results are blooming thanks to a convergence between
unprecedented asteroseismic data obtained by the satellites corot
and kepler and state of the art models of the internal structure of
red giants and of galactic evolution the pulsation properties now
available for thousands of red giants promise to add valuable and
independent constraints to current models of structure and
evolution of our galaxy such a close connection between these
domains opens a new very promising gate in our understanding of
stars and galaxies in this book international leaders in the field
offer a wide perspective of the recent advancements in
asteroseismology of red giants models of the atmosphere internal
structure and evolution of red giants stellar population synthesis
and models of the milky way



Progress in Physics, vol. 2/2017
2006

2500万年前のガニメアン宇宙船が現代の太陽系に帰還 不朽の名作 星を継ぐもの シリーズ第２部 木星最大の衛星ガニ
メデで発見された２５００万年前の宇宙船 その正体をつきとめるべく 総力をあげて調査中のハント博士とダンチェッカー
教授たち木星探査隊に向かって 宇宙の一角から未確認物体が急速に接近してきた 隊員たちが緊張して見守るうち ほんの５
マイル先まで近づいたそれは 小型の飛行体をくり出して探査隊の宇宙船とドッキングする やがて中から姿を現わしたのは
２５００万年前に出発し 相対論的時差のため現代のガニメデに戻ってきたガニメアンたちだった 前作 星を継ぐもの の続
編として 数々の謎が解明される 解説 堺三保 本電子書籍は ガニメデの優しい巨人 創元sf文庫 新装新版 2023年8
月10日初版発行 を底本としています

The Two Moons
1979-01-01

presents the first three titles in hogan s science fiction saga

Riddles of the Stars
1986

with great anticipation the starship orion headed into the dark
void that was before them surprisingly the ultra intelligent beings
uib declared that they were in a very different place as they
looked at the stars around them the starship was excited as they
may come into contact with life a new civilization everybody in
the starship wondered what that would be like are they like us
what will transpire in this meeting author dave rhodes third book
of a trilogy humble giants alien invites us to go aboard the
starship orion to find out the answers to these intriguing
questions

Private Lives of the Stars
2013-08-01



in this book the author reconstructs the path of discovery that led
a s eddington to formulate the mass luminosity relation ml
relation for stars in 1924 until now it was not at all clear how
eddington came across this important astronomical finding for the
first time the historical evidence is consistently organised in
support of a reconstruction which shows that although
unexpected the discovery of the ml relation was by no means the
result of a flash of inspiration through the methodical frame of the
discovery s path it also becomes clear how the ml relation relates
to a star that once played a primary role in astrophysics namely
sirius b finally it is shown how eddington after his discovery
placed a fundamental element of the context of discovery into the
context of justification thus blurring their boundary

The Third Path
2002-09-21

国民的スター ジャイアント馬場 の知られざる野球時代 新潟三条での青春時代 モルモン教との出会い 難病 巨人症 との闘
い 憧れの読売巨人軍入団 長嶋茂雄 王貞治との交流 プロの壁 成功率１ の大手術 二軍での馬場旋風 早すぎる引退 偉大
なプロレスラー ジャイアント馬場の 野球選手 としての実像に迫る

The Giant Leap
1999

describes the various stages in the birth life and death of stars
and discusses theories about the ultimate future of our universe

Asymptotic Giant Branch Stars
1926

The Encyclopædia Britannica
1909



The Giant and the Star
1914

Popular Astronomy
2012-02-22

Red Giants as Probes of the Structure
and Evolution of the Milky Way
2023-08-10

ガニメデの優しい巨人
1991

James P. Hogan's the Giants Novels
2009-09-01

Humble Giants (Alien)
1972

Challenge of the Stars
2007
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巨人軍の巨人　馬場正平
1983

Bright Stars, Red Giants, and White
Dwarfs
1927

The Absolute Magnitudes of Giant M
Stars
1899

Giants of the Game
1899

Giants of the Game
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